2010

COOKBOOK
CreatedBy, CreatedOn, ModifiedBy, ModifiedOn,…

Let's add tracking of user activity in the Customers table of Northwind database. We'll start by adding
four new fields: CreatedBy, CreatedOn, ModifiedBy, and ModifiedOn. This can be done in SQL Server
Management Studio.

Now let’s create a Web Site Factory application that will automatically populate these fields with
relevant data. Give it the name of “TrackingChanges”.

Connect to your server and select the Northwind database. Use the Object Selector to exclude all other
tables from the project except the Customers table.
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Enable reporting for the application.

Enable ASP.NET Membership. If necessary, you can connect to a standalone membership database for
the application.

Continue with the project wizard and generate the application. When finished, a web page will appear
with the fresh application. There are only three pages available, Home, Customers, and Membership.
Navigate to Customers. You can see that the new fields are not visible in grid view, but can be viewed
and edited from detail view.
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Our goal here is to make the fields non-editable in grid and detail view, and not displayed in New
Customers page. Switch back to the Generator, click on the project name, and press the Design button.
From the list of All Controllers, select the Customers controller. Switch to Fields tab, and select the first
field that was made, CreatedBy. Edit the field, and change the Code Default field to
“Context.User.Identity.Name”. This will insert the name of the user creating the record.

Save this field, and click on the next field, CreatedOn. In the Code Default field, insert “DateTime.Now”.
This will insert the date that the field was created on. Scroll down, and in the Data Format String field,
type in “{0:G}” or “G”. This will show the date and time, up to the seconds. If lowercase “g” is used,
seconds will not be displayed.
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Now, save and move on to the ModifiedBy field. As this field needs to be updated every time the record
is modified, we will use the Code Value field. Type in “Context.User.Identity.Name”, and save.

Next, go to the ModifiedOn field. In the Code Value property, type in “DateTime.Now”, and in the Data
Format String property, type in “{0:G}” or “G”. These expressions work for both Visual Basic.NET and C#.

Next, we’ll modify the bindings of each field to the respective data views. Select CreatedBy, and switch
to the Data Fields tab. Edit the first binding so that the field is hidden in createForm1, and change Text
Mode to “Static” for editForm1.
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Save, and go back to the list of fields. Select the CreatedOn field, and switch to the Data Fields tab.
Perform the same changes as with CreatedOn.

Go back to the list of fields. The Modified fields will require an additional modification. Select the
ModifiedBy field, and switch to Data Fields tab. On the action bar, press New | New Data Field. Specify
the View field as “grid1”, change Text Mode to “Static”, and save.

Also, change createForm1 data field to Hidden and change editForm1 so that Text Mode is “Static”.
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Go back to the list of fields and select ModifiedOn. Switch to Data Fields tab, and perform the same
operations as with ModifiedBy.

Exit the Designer, and generate the application. When the web page opens, navigate to the Customers
page. You can see that ModifiedBy and ModifiedOn fields are now present in grid view. However, if you
edit the row in-line, the fields will be read-only.

If you modify a record, you can see that the Modified fields will be updated as well.
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Now, log out of the application and log in as user (User Name: user, Password: user123%). Click on New
Customers button on the action bar. The new fields are not visible in this view.

Fill in the required fields, and save the record. It will appear in the Customers list, with correct
ModifiedBy and ModifiedOn information. If you select the record, you can view the CreatedBy and
CreatedOn fields in detail view. When you edit the record, the Created and Modified fields will remain in
read-only state.
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Log out of the application. Log in again as admin. Modify the record you just created, and the
ModifiedBy and ModifiedOn fields will change accordingly. The CreatedBy and CreatedOn fields will stay
the same, however.
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